
Coaching: walking the road to 
quality together

THE COMPANY: Nubi

Nubi is a financial company with a firm mission to change the 
way people view their finances. They affirm that applying 
creativity and innovation you can achieve disruptive products 
that make the difficult easy.

It is formed by a team of engineers, designers and 
entrepreneurs passionate about technology and innovation, 
who like great challenges, with the aim of achieving a 
paradigm shift in the way people manage their finances: 
having complete security and transparency. , have full control 
of their finances with a few clicks, provide an available service 
where and when people need.

Young growing company, bets on the future by partnering with 
companies as passionate about what they do as they are.

THE CHALLENGE

Among its technological projects, the quality area in Nubi was 
absent. With three products in the financial market, Paypal, 
Transferwise and Ripple, and a new product coming soon, 
Nubi Cuenta, the idea of   ensuring quality in them, both in the 
development processes and in the productive operations, was 
transformed into a self-demand requirement, convinced of the 
extra value that can be added to their product portfolio 
indirectly.

Nubi calls us to organize the QA area, cross-sectional to all its 
products, with common processes and practices.
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
Duration: 9 months
Scenario:  Analysis and definition of testing processes, team 
support in improving these processes
Team: 1 QA Manager, 1 Application Architect, 1 QA 
Automation Sr.

THE SOLUTION

Crowdar began their  work in Nubi analyzing the development 
processes, the products, and proposing and implementing 
testing solutions, while in parallel he collaborated with the 
company in the assembly of the QA Staff.

One project at a time, existing QA best practices were 
enhanced, viewing test reports, and defining new tests where 
they did not exist.

Although manual testing remains a necessary process, its 
automation has been improved, using Lippia in solutions from 
scratch and adapting existing test reports to view them on 
Klov, the report server.

Paypal has the Front-end smoke tests 100% automated by 
Nubi-Crowdar, integrated them into the Stage pipeline 
(pre-production environment). We are going the same way with 
tests of APIs of Ripple, and front and backend of Nubi Cuenta..

The adoption of these new QA practices empower the teams 
that were directly involved, making product development, 
testing and production commissioning much more agile. 

At NUBI we have the challenge of developing the QA 
team with the right number of people for the projects 
we have, with the professional quality that is needed 
and with the necessary tools to achieve the quality that 
we seek. We walk this path together with our partners, 
Crowdar.

Mariano Chiavetti
COO / CTO
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